
CYGNET HYGIENE SQ CISTERN CC BTW SUITE BOTTOM INLET
SOFT CLOSE

Guarantee 1 Year Guarantee on toilet seat and cistern
parts

Guarantee 10 Year Guarantee on Vitreous China *Applicable for
American Standard products purchased November 2018
onward

4 Star WELS rating More than 6.0 but not more than 7.5 litres per minute.

Residential/Light
Commercial

Suitable for Residential/Light Commercial Use (Kitchens,
Bathrooms and Laundries in Motels, Hotels and
Retirement Villages)

Commercial Use Suitable for commercial use.

Skirted Design Premium design allows for quick and easy exterior
cleaning.

12770.10
$1099.00
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Double Vortex
Flushing System

Maximum flushing performance, with minimum water
usage. The design of the bowl propels the water forward
and creates a strong flushing momentum.

Hand Finished Hand Finished Vitreous China.

Quick Release Seat can easily be removed and just as easily reattached
in an instant.

Soft Close Seat The Soft Close automatic closure system finally puts an
end to noisy closing WC seats. Just a fingertip touch and
the lid closes all by itself, gently and silently.

BTW CC Toilet Suite The back to wall (BTW) close coupled (CC) toilet suite
adds a streamlined, modern look to any bathroom.
Positioned flush with the wall, there is no gap behind and
all waste and inlet pipes are concealed, with the cistern
then positioned above the bowl.

Dual Flush A Dual flush toilet provides the user with two flushing
options (Full flush & half flush). Both practical and water
efficient.

A sophisticated European design that blends straight lines with sweeping curves, the American Standard Cygnet

Neu Hygiene has a compact short projection making it ideal for small bathroom spaces. Bringing American

Standard’s high-quality design and innovation, this square toilet features a bottom inlet with a soft close seat.

The square design cistern sits perfectly on top of the sweeping lines of the pan, helping you to bring innovative

and sophisticated European styling to your home.
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